
Matronics RGB + White lightbar for 12V
Complete LED bar with RGB+White light. Gives a great bright light, with wide and

soft beam. Profile up to 3 meters, with 3 meter wire and clips.

Complete LED bar with a powerful RGB+White strip, that with the right

controller, can change in all kinds of colours.

The annodized profile and the plastic encaps are high quality which gives the

assembled profile a nice and neutral finish. The clips are hidden inside the

profile, which makes the finish perfect. The matte front mixes the colors,

increases the light beam and removes the blinding effect from the LED strip.

The bar gives a nice bright light, and by connecting it to a color controller,

you can make the light bar create thousands of colors, warm white or a

combination of these.

The bar can be used anywhere, as long as it is not exposed to moisture and

water. It can be connected directly to 12V in a car or trailer, or at home with

a 230V transformator.

It is available in lengths up to 2 meter, and with 3 meter wire and clips. The

clips are screwed on, where after the profile is clicked on them.

2 clips are included for 50cm and 100cm profiles, 4 clips for 150cm and

200cm profiles.

Connecting
It is important that the lightbar is correctly connected, or you will get

incorrect colors with a color controller. It is also very important that both

brown and pink are connected to Plus. Incorrect wiring will not ruin the

lightbar.

Brown and pink = Plus

White wire = Red color

Green wire = Green color

Yellow wire = Blue color

Gray wire = White color

Buy online at www.matronics.eu/651200-A

Specifications
Voltage 12V DC

LEDs per meter 60

White color temperature 3000K

Light beam 120 degree

White CRI +80

https://www.matronics.eu//products/datasheet/651200-A


Product overview

Anodized, 49cm
SKU 651200-A
Lumen: 600
Watt: 7,2

Anodized, 100cm
SKU 651201-A
Lumen: 1200
Watt: 14,4

Anodized, 149cm
SKU 651202-A
Lumen: 1800
Watt: 21,6

Anodized, 200cm
SKU 651203-A
Lumen: 2400
Watt: 28,8

Black, 49cm
SKU 651200-B

Black, 100cm
SKU 651201-B

Black, 149cm
SKU 651202-B

Black, 200cm
SKU 651203-B

White, 49cm
SKU 651200-W

White, 100cm
SKU 651201-W

White, 149cm
SKU 651202-W

White, 200cm
SKU 651203-W
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